ST MARY’S WIMBLEDON
THE WARRIOR CHAPEL
The Warrior Chapel was brought into being when
Canon Horace Monroe was Vicar and was
dedicated on 8 January 19211. Monroe served at St
Mary’s from 1918 to 1932, succeeding Canon
James Bell, who was in post from 1902. Two of
Bell’s sons had died in the latter stages of the Great
War and are commemorated in the Warrior Chapel.
The minutes of the Wimbledon Parish Council
meeting on 13 December 1918, record unanimous
approval of a “substantial memorial in the Parish
Church, with a subordinate memorial in each of
the daughter churches ….. to be entirely separate
from what town of Wimbledon might do in its civic
capacity”2. Discussion on this topic took up a great
deal of the meeting, even though creating a new
structure for the parish was the only item on the
agenda.
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REMEMBRANCE
As the War ended, there was much public debate nationally, and
locally about how communities would memorialise the War. In
Wimbledon and Merton, a committee was set up by Wimbledon
Borough Council (of which Monroe was a member). It was not until
February 1920 that a final decision was taken to erect a memorial in
Wimbledon Village. It was agreed, this would not bear individual
names as names of The Fallen were to be recorded in a vellum Roll of
Honour3. The Roll of Honour is now on display in the Merton Council
building, Crown House. Like in other local authorities, details of how
the Borough responded were subsequently documented and published
as a book and the list of The Fallen was included. The list includes the
names of 1250 men (estimated to be one in seven of those who went
to fight). The book sadly for historians was slim, recording much less
than those of other authorities, and is often referred to as the
Wimbledon Red Book4.
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THE CHA PEL
The many Victorian churches in Wimbledon reveal the
sudden growth in the population of Wimbledon in the
mid-19th century. St Mary’s stands apart. The building so
familiar now is the fourth church building here. There is
a complex history of organised worship on the current
site, explained in A Parish Church since Domesday5.
The current building, envisaged by George Gilbert Scott,
was reconsecrated with great pomp in 1843, but works
continued after that, with many alterations during the
tenure of Canon Henry Haygarth. He was in post from
1859 and died whilst still working aged 81, in 1902. The
tower was not completed until 1877. Changes happened
inside too; for example, the pulpit was changed twice.
The mortuary chapel built for Sir Edward Cecil, Viscount
Wimbledon, dating from the 1620s had been left intact
throughout all this upheaval. It was originally accessed,
as now, from the Sanctuary
Minutes of Parish Council meetings after 19182 show that the “substantial memorial” would take
the form of a chapel at St Mary’s. Due to the continuing growth of the area, St Mary’s was already
considered too small for purpose. Creating a new chapel would therefore make redundant another
parish project, building a new Church (to have been called St Faith’s) on land purchased in nearby
Leopold Road. This project was abandoned, and the land was sold, and funds diverted to the new
chapel scheme at St Mary’s.

RECORDING OF NAMES
In the May 1920 Parish Magazine6, following the news that the civic memorial would not include
names, the Vicar, Monroe, wrote a lengthy message to members of the parish including the
following excerpts:
‘It has been my desire ever since I became the Vicar of Wimbledon to build a new vestry room to
the Parish Church and to discontinue the use of the Cecil Chapel as a robing room for the choir.
The Chapel, of considerable interest, is at present hidden from view and indeed its very existence
is unknown to many of our own people. No more suitable War Memorial could be conceived than
the opening up of this Chapel, which was originally built by Sir Edward Cecil, who fought in the
time of James I over the very battlefield in Flanders were so many of our man have fought and
died in the Great War. We now issue our final appeal for the further sum of £1500 to carry this
plan into effect. It will be handed down to succeeding generations as our thanksgiving to Almighty
God for His mercies vouchsafed to us in the day of Victory and Peace and it will be a Chapel of
remembrance, where the names of all our fallen Warriors will be recorded upon its walls. The
Altar Tomb of Sir Edward Cecil of Wimbledon stands in the centre of the Chapel and bears an
inscription which says “he followed the warres in the Netherland five-and-thirty years and fought
in the battle of Niewport” a name so recently made known to us all.’
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Niewport is on the coast about 25 miles from Ypres.
The parishioners clearly approved, donations came
in, and a special bank account was opened. Details of
donations were kept private, but subsequently levels
of donation became clearer as some wall plaques
were for individuals and some were shared. The
bronze plaques were ordered9.
The celebrated architect Sir Thomas Jackson who
was living at Eagle House in Wimbledon Village had
been commissioned for the Chapel. He had been
articled to George Gilbert Scott, before making a
name for himself designing many notable buildings,
chapels, and war memorials. He died in 1924 and is
buried at St Nicholas Sevenoaks. He was also
commissioned for the Wimbledon War Memorial
which was unveiled in November 1921. His plan for
the new Chapel retained the stained-glass windows
and inscriptions of the adjoining Cecil Chapel. The
suits of armour stayed on the walls, and a large
coronet continued to hang over the tomb, until they
were stolen in 19787.

DEDICATION
The Chapel was dedicated on 8 January 1921 with The Mayor, Alderman Dudley Stuart and other
local dignitaries in attendance. The local paper, Wimbledon Borough News, covered the event in
detail, printing the sermon in full8. The Vicar presided and the sermon was given by Cyril Garbutt,
the Bishop of Southwark, taking his text from Ephesians 2 verse vii ‘that in the ages to come he might
shew the exceeding riches of his grace in his kindness toward us through Christ Jesus’.
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Two individuals were named in the dedication service. The altar had been presented in memory of
Gerald Cornock-Taylor CBE who died in the influenza pandemic of 1919 aged 35. He had served
with the London Regiment in France and from December 1917 was the First Secretary to the
Imperial War Graves Commission. The screen separating the Warrior Chapel from the Chancel had
been presented in memory of Llewellyn Longstaff who had died in November 1918 aged 78. Most
famous for being the financial backer to Scott’s Antarctic expedition, he had contributed significantly
to Wimbledon during the Great War. His home Ridgelands, since demolished but on the Ridgway/
Edge Hill corner, became the HQ of the Surrey Red Cross. He also has a plaque in the floor of the
Chapel.

THE NAMES
Files containing the Commonwealth War Graves Certificate for each man are held in the Chapel,
along with a plaque location finder and various indexes by date of death, service unit etc. Apart from
Belgium and France, their graves are in Canada, Egypt, Germany, Greece, Iraq, Israel, Italy, Tanzania,
and Turkey. Very few men have graves in the UK; but 8 are buried in the cemetery in Gap Road. Of
the First World War deaths, 13 occurred in 1914, 27 in 1915, 48 in 1916, 40 in 1917, 38 in 1918,
others took place up to 1920 and were still regarded by the Commonwealth War Graves Commission
as war deaths. Most men served in the Army; there are 12 men from the Royal Navy and 7 from the
Royal Flying Corps/RAF. Many of the men were decorated, two received the Victoria Cross, seven the
Military Cross, five the DSO, one the Military Medal and eleven were Mentioned in Dispatches.
The Cates family lost three sons (one received the Victoria Cross) as did the Chapman family (but
only two have plaques). Other local families that commemorate two sons were Anderson, Ayscough,
Bell, Brown, Burgess, Clack, Evelegh, Gilkson, Gribble, Judd, Juster, Maton, Moore, Pollard, Reed,
Saunders, Smith and Statham..
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MEN FROM FIRST WORLD WAR
COMMEMORATED IN ST MARY’S WARRIOR CHAPEL
Charles ALDRICH

Henry CARSLAKE

Duncan GARWOOD

Frank KEABLE

^Guy REED

Ernest ALDRIDGE

^Geoffrey CATES

Frederick GEORGE

Arthur KING

Arthur REEVE

^James ANDERSON

^George CATES

^Dugald GILKISON

Arthur KITCHERSIDE

Leslie ROBERTSON

^Kenneth ANDERSON
Freeman ATKEY

^William CATES
^Philip CHAPMAN

^James GILKISON
Roland GILL

Francis LANGHORNE
Leslie LEA-SMITH

Francis ROBINSON
Richard RUMSBY

Percey AXTEN

^Perceval CHAPMAN

*George GRANT-GOVAN

Gerald LEATHER

^Harold |SAUNDERS

David AYSCOUGH

^Theodore CHAPMAN

Henry GRAY

William LINTILL

^Percy SAUNDERS

Walter AYSCOUGH

Arthur CHASTNEY

Charles GRIBBLE

Alfred LYNE

William SCOTT

Thomas BARNETT
Wynford BARROW

^Albert CLACK
^Isaac CLACK

Henry GRIBBLE
Charles GROGAN

Charles MACKNESS
George MACKRELL

Charles SHRUBB
^Frederick SMITH

Edwin BATES

Frederick CLARKE

Cyril GROOM

Thomas MARK

^Percy SMITH

*Ian BAZALGETTE

Herbert COLLARD

Stephen GROOM

Cecil MASON

Jack SOUTHWOOD

Cyril BEACHCROFT

Horace COOK

Humphrey GRUNTVIG

Eustace MATON

^Arthur STATHAM

Charles BEATTIE
^Benedict BELL

Gerald CORNOCKTAYLOR

Charles HAINES
William HALES

^Alfred MOORE
^Harold MOORE

^Noel STATHAM
Edward STEPHENS

^James BELL

Albert COX

Arthur HALL

Charles MORRISON

Frederick STILEMAN

George BERNEY

John CRESWELL

Ernest HAPTED

Robert MOSS

Charles STREETER

George BERRY

Lionel CRUMP

Sidney HARMER

William MOY

Dudley SUMMERHAYS

Charles BICKLEY
Wilfred BIRT

Aubrey DARNELL
William DAVIES

Arthur HARRISON
Percy HASTINGS

Howard NEWHAM
Hugh NORRIS

George TAIT
Robert TATE

Harold BLAKE

Ernest DEAN

Norman HELLIWELL

Mervyn NORTHEY

Joseph TAYLOR

Thomas BLOMEFIELD

Bertie DINELLI

Hubert HEWITT

Harry NOTT

Walter TEW

Edward BOLTON

Edgar DOE

James HIGGINS

Eric ODLING

Richard THORNE

Harry BOUSTEAD
Harold BROOKFIELD

Humphrey DOWSON
George DUNCOMBE

Wilfred HOBSON
Charles HOLLAND

Reginald PALMER
*Andrew PARSONS

Noel VERNHAM
John WARNER

^Richard BROWN

^Edmund EVELEGH

Frederick HUDSON

Edward PARSONS

Thomas WARNER

^Tom BROWN

^Rosslyn EVELGH

Edgar HURST

Henry PASSFIELD

George Western

Walter BROWN

John FARREN

Thomas INGRAM

Herbert PERRY

Gilbert WHITFIELD

Robert BROWNE
Herbert BURGESS

*Gordon FIELD
Robert FIELD

Eric JACKSON
Ernest JACKSON

Fred PICKETT
^Geoffrey POLLARD

Leslie WILKINS
Leslie WILLEY

Walter BURGESS

Harry FILLMORE

Joseph JEFFREY

^Roger POLLARD

Raymond WILSON

Raymond BURRELL

Charlton FOORD

Walter JOHNSON

John PRICE

Bernard WOODHOUSE

Albert BURROWS

Lionel FORDE

^Cyril JUDD

Charles PUGSLEY

Charles WORLEY

Richard CARDEW
Charles CARFRAE

Frederick FOSTER
David FOWLER

^Morris JUDD
^Bertie JUSTER

William PURVES
William RANDS

Alfred CARPENTER

Leslie FROST

^Harry JUSTER

^Dane REED

^ brothers
*Second World War

Just outside the Chapel are brass plaques
for Charles Holland (d.1914) and Lionel
Forde (d.1918). They are included on this
Warrior Chapel list. It seems likely there
must have been requests for other
memorials. Did St Mary’s turn these down
as casualty numbers increased? Or
perhaps the idea of a group of memorial
plaques, but in standardised format
occurred as early as 1915?

On the Chapel wall is a
framed vellum dated
1927, signed by the
a u t h o r, o f B i n y o n ’ s
words “They shall not
grow old…” Another
frame contains the
thanks scroll for Robert
Field, presented by his
family.
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The Vicar’s stall was presented in thanksgiving for the safe return of James Cotton-Minchin. He
died in 1966, but both his sons died in the Second World War.
Following the Second World War, additional plaques were inserted. One is for George Grant
Govan, who died in 1942 and is buried in Norwich UK, where he was based as a pilot. His
sister Enid lived on in Wimbledon and at her funeral in 2013, her coffin lay in the Warrior
Chapel.
Documents about the donations
were kept together in a sealed
package, subsequently sent to be
archived. This package was first
unsealed in 2014.
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The Chapel is also the home of the Standards of the Old Contemptibles Association (Wimbledon
Branch) and the British Legion Women’s Section (Wimbledon and Merton).
Eucharist was celebrated in the Chapel, at least weekly, until 2016.

THE JUTLA ND E NSIGN
Wimbledon Borough News8 also reports that the
Mayor and others returned to St Mary’s the following
day after the Chapel dedication for the dedication of
the ensign which now hangs above the font. The
Mayor spoke as follows, “We rejoice to hear that this
ensign of HMS Inflexible has been presented by the
Lord Commissioners of the Admiralty to the Parish
Church of Wimbledon on the occasion of the opening
the opening of the Warrior Chapel, in remembrance of
those who have fallen in the Battle of Jutland and
other naval engagement of the Great War. We are
proud to be associated with you who will now become
the custodians of this battle flag and we hope you and
your successors will preserve it forever within these
sacred walls”. In replying the Vicar said, “that HMS
Inflexible was the Ship next to Admiral Hood’s
flagship HMS Invincible, part of the most gallant
incident of the Battle of Jutland”.
There was a service at St Mary’s in May 2016 marking
100 years since the Battle of Jutland, when a fact
sheet about the ensign was produced.
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If you have information about any of these individuals that we might add to our
database, please contact archivist@stmaryswimbledon.org. They were all listed
in the Imperial War Museum project Lives of the First World War.
With thanks for help given by Sarah Gould at Merton Heritage and Pamela
Greenwood at the Wimbledon Society Museum.
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